WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL
WORKING ALTOGETHER TOWARDS
LANGUAGE EXCELLENT
STANDARD

www.walesph.com
www.walesbaguio.com

”We change your life style
through providing a proper environment and
opportunities to feel other cultures.”
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Diversity of Nationalities
Flexible Curriculum
Best Facilities

TESDA Permit (Basic ~ Advance)
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Special Study Permit

Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.

WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

ABOUT WALES
 The school
WALES is a private educational language school
dedicated to deliver English Programs of the highest
quality to diverse nationalities. The institution was
established on the 4th of December in the year of
our Lord, 2006.
 Location
It’s a 4-5 hour drive from ManilWa and 3 hour drive
from Clark and considered to be the “Summer Capital
of the Philippines”.

WALES PILLARS OF STRENGTH
 Vision
WALES envision to be the center of language
excellence for different nationalities by providing
them communicative competence necessary in their
global interaction.
 Mission
It provides English communicative competence for
multi-national learners by providing them quality and
progressive learning education.
 Goals
• Produce learners who will be globally competitive.

1. COMPETITIVE AND FLEXIBLE PROGRAMS
Curricula are adopted and adjusted to student’s
needs.
2. EXCELLENT TEACHERS
Strong enthusiasm and has deep knowledge and
understanding of the English language.
3. GOOD AMBIANCE AND FACILITIES
Proud to say that we maintain the sanitation of our
facilities.

• Produce learners who will be socially, emotionally,
and culturally aware.

4. RIGOROUS ENGLISH SPEAKING POLICY

• Produce learners with excellent communication

All employees, teachers, and students observe and

skills.

follow this policy.

www.walesph.com / www.walesbaguio.com
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WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

LEVELING SYSTEM
Level
BEGINNER A

1
BEGINNER B

2
ELEMENTERY A

3
ELEMENTERY B

4
PRE-INTERMEDIATE A

5
PRE-INTERMEDIATE B

6
INTERMEDIATE A

7
INTERMEDIATE B

8
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE A

9
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE B

10
ADVANCE A

11
ADVANCE B

12

Description
The student has very limited vocabulary and can hardly express his/her ideas. He uses phrases and words
to communicate.
The student has very limited vocabulary and has difficulty expressing himself. He/ She can use subjectverb (S-V) pattern but sometimes has confusion with the basic subject-verb agreement.
The student has simple vocabulary and can comprehend WH- questions. He/ She can use simple sentence
correctly but has difficulty using compound and complex sentences.
The student has basic vocabulary and can converse using simple and compound sentences but with
difficulty using complex sentences.
The student can express himself using different kinds of sentence structure but sometimes commits
grammatical errors. He knows a lot of vocabulary words but uses them inappropriately most of the time.
The student can express his ideas and has good comprehension. In addition, he/she has average range of
vocabulary but uses them inappropriately and he commits some grammatical errors.
The student has good comprehension and can use varied vocabulary with less difficulty and less
grammatical errors.
The student can express himself well with minimal errors in using complex grammatical structures and in
using appropriate vocabulary.
The student can express himself using varied sentence structures with lesser grammatical errors. He knows
a wide range of words but uses them inappropriately sometimes.
The student can express organized ideas and is able to comprehend a wide range of topics with less
difficulty. In addition, he/she has wider range of vocabulary and can use them appropriately with very
minimal errors.
The student is fluent in using the English language. He has a wide range of vocabulary and can use complex
grammatical structures correctly.
The student can be compared to a fluent English native speaker.

LEVEL
EXAMINATION

INTERVIEW

50%

50%

Student will take a written exam and oral exam;
Written exam consisted of listening, reading, grammar and vocabulary.
Afterwards it will be combined with the oral interview to get the level of
students.
However, further assessment be done on actual studying days.
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Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.

WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

IDP COURSE
u

AIM: To train student to attain basic knowledge in the actual field of communication and interviews

u

Goals: to attain the aim, the following are the specific objectives;
To teach students the specific areas of daily survival in speaking, vocabulary and writing
To train and let them practice simulations of actual job interviews
To boost and develop the confidence to apply desired countries of preferences for job.

IDP PROGRAM
5 Hours
1:1 Classes

2 Hours
Group Classees

2 Hours
Self Study

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Subject

Cluster

This helps the students to be competitive in speaking. They are encouraged to
express their ideas about a certain topic with organization and fluency. Also, they
will learn different ways in answering questions.

SP1
(Pattern and Opinion)

This aims to help students prepare for their job interview abroad. They will learn
the techniques on how to answer common job interview questions and interview
questions related to the job they are applying for.

SP2 (Interview)

Reading
(Printed Materials)

Description

1:1 Classes

The students are exposed to different reading materials like news, magazines and
articles. This helps them to be aware of different countries’ culture and traditions
and ways of living.
Students will learn how to write business correspondents. They will study the
proper format in writing business letter, appropriate terms to use and the different
types of business letters.

Business Writing
(Correspondence)

Business Vocabulary

This helps the student to be familiarized with the business words or terms used in
the business world.

Listening

The students will listen to listening passages with different accents which will help
them understand foreign speakers if they will go to foreign countries. Also, they
will learn how to comprehend and get the gist of the listening passages.
Group Classes

Grammar

www.walesph.com / www.walesbaguio.com

This aims to teach students to be familiar with different grammar rules and apply
them in speaking and writing.
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WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

ESL COURSE
This program is the primary foundation of all the advancing course.
A. The classes are designed to help students understand the basic concept in language.
B. Reinforcing the students’ knowledge before advancing the other programs.
Caters to twelve (12) levels of students from Beginner to Advanced

ESL FLEXIBLE

Purpose:
1. Caters to professional students (ages 40-60)

5 Hours
1:1 Classes

2 Hours
Self Study

2. Caters to guardians of junior students (Family)
3. Caters for developing communication skills

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Subject

Description

Reading and Vocabulary

Students will learn vocabulary words which will help them to easily comprehend with the
passages and widen their lexical resources.

Speaking

This aims to boost students’ confidence in having conversation with different people.
They will learn basic expressions used and pronunciation.

Discussion

This subject encourages the student to express their ideas about a certain topic. This
helps them broaden their horizon.

Writing and Grammar

Listening
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The students will learn grammar rules which are useful in their speaking and writing. Also,
they will learn how to write an organized and coherent paragraph and essay.

This aims to help student develop their listening skill through listening to different
materials with varied accent.

Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.

ESL
Purpose:

6 Hours
1:1 Classes

2 Hours
Group Classees

2 Hours
Self Study

Cater to students who has longer period of stay
and want to develop social skill.

ESL PLUS
8 Hours
1:1 Classes

2 Hours
Self Study

Purpose:
Cater to students who stays for a short period time and want to acquire
the skill.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Subject
Listening
- Group Class -

Description
This course is designed to develop and give appropriate answer to a given listening
context.
It helps students to understand and respond appropriately to multiple speakers.
It helps students to understand and discuss ideas delivered from the context of the audio.

Speaking

Reading

This course is designed to help students demonstrate effective word choice, vocabulary,
idioms, grammar and sentence structure allowing accurate communication.
This course is designed to build reading skills of students.
It focuses on reading comprehension, vocabulary development and reading speed.
This course is intended for students to become effective writers.

Writing

Grammar

Vocabulary

Discussion

AAT (American Accent Traning)
- Group Class -

www.walesph.com / www.walesbaguio.com

It emphasizes on sentence structures, paragraph organization and grammar.
It helps students to have a structured approach to writing and acquaint them with its
process.
This course is intended to help students understand the rules and be able to apply them
correctly in sentences.
This subject focuses on strengthening the students’ usage and understanding the idiomatic
expressions.
The course is designed for students to articulate in conversation and oral presentation
using clearly organized ideas and supporting evidence.
It helps students to converse with clear ideas and clear pronunciation which allow for
overall intelligibility.
This course is designed for students to familiarize and learn to produce the American
accent.
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WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

IELTS COURSE
u AIM: To train and help students to attain their target score in IELTS
u Goals: to attain the aim, the following are the specific objectives;
To teach students the specific concepts of IELTS
To train them to analyses sentences / paragraphs
To enhance their rationalization.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Subject

INTENSIVE IELTS COURSE

IELTS COURSE

1. Must have 4.0 as band score in the real exam

Requirement

Course Enroll Duration

Classes

Mock Exam

Subject for 1:1 classes

Subject for Group classes
1 hour & 40 minutes

Purpose
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2. He/She plans to take the real exam

1. From ESL to IELTS

3. Should be in the pre-intermediate level.

2. Must take the pre-assessment exam and have
3.5 band score

4. If he/she does not have certificate, he/she
has to take the pre-assessment exam and should
have 4.0 as band score
4 weeks to 8 weeks

3. Should be in level 4-5

12 weeks to 20 weeks

6 Hours - 1:1 Classes

5 Hours - 1:1 Classes

2 Hours - Group Classes

2 Hours - Group Classes

Twice in a month

Once in a month

Reading 1

Reading

Speaking

Speaking

Writing 1

Writing 1

Listening

Listening

Pronunciation

Vocabulary

Mentoring

Pronunciation

Mock Test & Rationalization

Grammar

Mock Test Drills

Discussion

To students who want to attain a good score and
who plans to enter a good university or job.

To experience and have an idea about IELTS

Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.

WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

TOEIC COURSE
u

AIM: To train student to get an increase on their TOEIC score

u

Goals: to attain the aim, the following are the specific objectives;
To teach students the specific areas of TOEIC
To train and let them practice every day
To enhance their analysis on the vague points in each subjects

TOEIC PROGRAM
4 Hours
1:1 Classes

3 Hours
Group Classees

2 Hours
Self Study

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Subject

Cluster

Description

TOEIC READING

To improve the reading skills through scaning and skimming
skills

TOEIC WRITING

To improve the writing skills through editing method and
responding via email
1:1 Classes

TOEIC SPEAKING

To improve the speaking skills with variety of questions type

TOEIC GRAMMAR

To improve the grammar skills and applying variety of rules

TOEIC LISTENING

To improve the listening skills through varied practice

TOEIC MENTORING

TOEIC PRACTICE TEST

www.walesph.com / www.walesbaguio.com

Group Classes
(1:8)

To provide an overview and techniques

ALL SUBJECTS (depending on dates)
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WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

FACILITY
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< WALES >

< WALES >

< CLASSROOM >

< CLASSROOM >

< GROUP CLASSROOM >

< 1:1 CLASSROOM >

< SCHOOL DINING >

< SCHOOL MINI BAR >

< ONE BEDROOM TYPE >

< STUDIO TYPE >

< STUDIO TYPE >

< ONE BEDROOM TYPE >

< TWO BEDROOM TYPE >

< TWO BEDROOM TYPE >

< TWO BEDROOM TYPE >

Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.
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WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

TUITION FEE
REGISTRATION FEE
$ 100
No Refundable / Only one time to paid

TUITION FEE
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Program

Price (US Dollar)

Description

ESL Flexible

$ 530

1:1 Classes - 5 hours

ESL

$ 680

1:1 Classes - 6 hours
Group Classes - 2 hours

ESL PLUS

$ 800

1:1 Classes - 8 hours

IDP

$ 720

1:1 Classes - 5 hours
Group Classes - 2 hours

TOEIC

$ 680

1:1 Classes - 5 hours
Group Classes - 2 hours

IELTS

$ 780

1:1 Classes - 5 hours
Group Classes - 2 hours

IELTS Intensive

$ 850

1:1 Classes - 5 hours
Group Classes - 3 hours

TOEFL Intensive

$ 850

1:1 Classes - 5 hours
Group Classes - 3 hours

Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.

Dormitory Fee
Dormitory Type

Price (US Dollar)

Description

Studio Type
(Twin Share)

$ 340

Two single Type or One Double Deck Type Bed.
School Dining and Water, Electric fee is not included

Studio Type
(Single Share)

$ 590

School Dining and Water, Electric fee is not included

One Bedroom Type
(Triple Share)

$ 290

One single and double deck bed
School Dining and Water, Electric fee is not included

Apartment Type
(Family Share)
Maximum 3 person

$ 850

One single and double deck bed
or One Double size and single bed
School Dining and Water, Electric fee is not included

Apartment Type
(Two Bedroom / Family Share)
Maximum 4 person

$ 920

Two Double Size bed
School Dining and Water, Electric fee is not included

School Dining Fee
$ 70 / Per week
Student can choose school dining weekely coupon

MISCELLANEOUS FEE
Title

Price (Peso)

Description

SSP

P 6,300

Special Study Permit

VISA Extension

P 3,330
P 4,610
P 2,640
P 2,640
P 2,640

First 30days of arrival in the Philippines : No need to
extend
If it is beyond 30 days, visa extension at least 3 days
before it expires should be processed.
Price Depending on Nationality

I-CARD

P 3,300

Identification card for foreigners

Airport Pick Up Service

P 2,000

Manila to WALES / One way only
Group Pick up Only

Water and Electric

Actual useage

Actual Useage

Laundry

Free

Free up to 10kg (4 weeks)
Excess per kg / P 30

Books

Average P 1,000

It depends on the level.

Dormitory Depost

P 3,000

Refundable

www.walesph.com / www.walesbaguio.com
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WALES
WIDEST ASIAN LEARNERS ENGLISH SCHOOL

HOW TO ENROLL
01
STEP

Counseling about
WALES from
agency

02
STEP

Apply and pay
registration fee

07
STEP

03
STEP

Decide departure
date and buy
airplane ticket

06

Arrive at WALES

STEP

04
STEP

Departure and
Pick up

Pay Tuition Fee

05
STEP

Prepare things to
bring WALES

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
Passport
Airplane Ticket

should have a round trip ticket

school
materials
clothes

be ready with it

Baguio weather is cold (23-26C)

necessities

You can bring or buy in the Philippines but quality differs

bring 2 in X 2 in (5 pcs)

skin care

You can bring or buy in the Philippines but quality differs

ATM

cash card, debit card or any visa/master card

medicine

bring your own especially with health problems

Book

They can buy from the school

Allowance
Picture
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it should be valid for more than 6 months upon
departure

USD 50 or 100 only

Dictionary

Electronic or book

Swim wear

any thing light and appropriate for swimming

Towel
Eye glasses
etc

4~5 pcs

please have a spare

if you need something in particular,please
bring it

Widest Asian Learners English School Inc.

TESTIMONY
Student Name : Michiyo
There are three things that I am really satisfied about.
First, the climate is not hot nor cold, which makes it a
great environment to study.
Second, I didn’t expect the nice meals before coming
here but thankfully, they offered us balanced and tasty
meals and I really appreciate it.
Finally, the teachers, staffs, and even taxi drivers are
gentle and hard-working. Of course! I appreciate not only
my teachers’ efforts but also I’m deeply grateful to all
WALES staff for their earnest work. If there’s one thing that
I really appreciate, it’s the fact that even though they work
hard, they never forget to have fun. I can hear someone
playing the music or singing and I really like them.
Yes, they helped me a lot. I took TOEIC course during
my stay, and they always tried to find my weaknesses on
TOEIC and gave me lots of advice to improve. In addition,
there is an evaluation for teachers with several criteria so
we, the students can evaluate our teachers objectively.
This is a great system to motivate teachers and I thought
that this is one of the reasons that WALES gives us good
English education.
They were really nice to me. I didn’t expect be get close
with my teachers this much. They are talkative, cheerful
and lively, so I had so much fun in class, they even gave
me lots of options to have a better life. Moreover, they
are so open to be friend each other, so we used to go out
together on weekends. I strongly believe that they are great
teachers and can be good friends as well.
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Student Name : Rick
It was my first studying English following regular curriculum entire my life. I was worried about all classes I have
to speak English. But they have absolute courses studying
English to be fluent and have perfect English.
First of all,, they had given us lots of opportunities to
use English I had learned by having presentations with realistic subjects.
Second, they are good at teaching English how to use
expressions I had learned in a class properly. I used to have
a performance with class mates in English. It’s pretty unforgettable memories and good chances to make it owned
completely. It was really hard to speak English continuously
without any script even 5 minutes.
That’s one of the most crucial factors how to be fluent
in English.
At last, also they introduced great places for trip.
My boss in academy usually recommends it and suggests specific ways how to get there safely and good merits
if you get there. So, I went to many beautiful attractions
with local food.
Pagupud, one of the most brilliant places, has blue sky
sea and historical cathedral selected by UNESCO.
If u travel, you are able to get several advantages, testing your English well to local, getting a flesh experience
unexpected. After finishing all curriculums, I am supposed
to go to Australia for a year to work. I got successful life
in Australia while working at premium restaurant because
of my prominent teachers and outstanding programs in
WALES managed by kind boss like father even though it’s
not easy to get a job u can speak English in Australia.
I am so grateful to WALES and my boss because they
had helped me improve my English so much.
If I were you, I never miss this precious opportunities to
have pretty awesome English.
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Address _ WALES, B4 The Zone Vill Condominium,
#4 Bukaneg st., Baguio City, Philippines 2600
E-mail _ walesph@gmail.com

WALES

copyright 2016
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